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A 30-.near Note Odusseu 
Discovering El Banco

del Estado de Chihuahua
0 NE OF THE MOST SUPREMELY BEAUTIFUL SERIES OF

bank notes ever created was the revolutionary issues for El Banco
del Estado de Chihuahua. The bank never existed other than in
concept, and the notes never circulated as legitimate money as far

as I can determine. They were apparently designed as currency to be issued by
Pancho Villa's government while he was the self-appointed governor of
Chihuahua following his consolidation of power there during the revolution.

The series consisted of 1-, 5-, 10- 20-, 50-, 100- and 500-peso notes
made by the American Bank Note Company which bear an authorization date
on the face of December 12, 1913. The one peso apparently was added to the
series near the end, and never went into production.

it THE PAPER COLUMN
h`lf 	by Peter Huntoon

Uniface proofs of the face and back of the one peso were sold from the
American Bank Note Company holdings, and this is the only form of the note
that I have seen. Penciled on the backs of the proofs are notations such as
"sent out March 1915." In contrast, the specimens of the other denominations
that I have seen bear October, 1914, rubber stamped dates in the margins.

The 5- and 10-peso notes were easily obtainable from dealer junk boxes
singly for a dollar or two, and probably cheaper by the dozen, when I first
started collecting in the early 1960s. I got hooked on the series when I fell for
a fabulous 10 peso in Hal Birt Jr.'s Glass Shoppe Coins in Tucson. The
vignette of the cattle drive on it captured that western scene like nothing I had
ever seen. The orange back representative of the promised gold backing was

Right and following: Detail of 50-
peso, 10-peso, 20-peso and 5-peso
Banco del Estado de Chihuahua
notes showing the superb, self
explanatory central vignettes on
what would have been the work-
horse denominations in the series.
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Above and below: 10-peso face with a
vignette that perfectly captures the
essence of ranching.

also a knockout. The classic rendition of the eagle capturing the serpent,
which is one of the most common motifs on Mexican issues, was icing on the
cake. I have a weakness for any gold or orange backs, so the face and back
were competing for top honors.

The notes are colorful. The central counters on either side of the face
vignettes are multi-colored. The serial numbers are red. The uniform orange
backs are outstanding both in color and for the quality of the lathe work which
is pleasingly different on each denomination. The backs of the 20s are ren-
dered more stunning by not being surrounded by a rectangular frame. The
imbedded V in the 5s on the back of the 5s is superior.

The central vignettes evoke human industry, optimism and power. The
100 with its imagery of industry and the 500 with education and plenty reveal
that whoever selected these designs had grand visions and aspirations. I have
been told these same vignettes have made their way to other security docu-
ments, but I haven't made an attempt to track them down.

I soon discovered the other denominations after I got my 10.
Even in the mid-1960s, the higher denominations were

selling for more than $10 for nice specimens so I
tentatively collected the 5 through 50, and

stopped at the expensive 100 and 500. The
ones I had were works of art more than

anything else, so I framed them and hung
them on the wall for 30 years.

This was one series that I wanted
to learn about. The revolutionary
story behind their issuance had to be
significant, and the plight of the notes
themselves had to be interesting.

Obviously, the notes I was seeing were
unissued remainders. Over the years,

mentors like Hal Birt Jr, Gary Snover, Ken
Tabachnick and many other dealers, have

filled me in on the series as best as they could.
The problem is that the details have clouded with

time, and the people who were on the front lines of this
numismatic story are gone. I figured I would stumble onto the full

story one day and write an authoritative piece, but that hasn't happened.
The issue never saw circulation because the movement supporting the

concept of the bank and that segment of the Mexican revolutionary economy
failed. It is doubtful that shipments of the notes reached Chihuahua. I don't
even know that the American Bank Note Company was fully compensated for
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the production of the notes.
The notes did, of course, survive, and

were sold or dumped. They appeared
first in great profusion in two dis-
parate settings.

Many were used as movie
money in 1940 vintage films --
maybe even 1930 films -- how-
ever I don't recall seeing many
movies that employed El
Banco notes. Far more com-
monly used were the El Estado
de Chihuahua notes. Never the
less, El Banco notes were apparent-
ly used widely, but the series had the
disadvantage of having no 1000-peso.
Some studio had crude 1000s printed for it
which, if my memory serves me well, was accom-
plished by adding zeros to the 10-peso note. The faces of the
spurious 1000s that I have seen are unattractive being offset printed in blue
ink. You occasionally can find them for sale.

The other place the notes turned up was in border towns where
American tourists were handed specimens by hawkers as they crossed the bor-
der. These contained advertisements overprinted on the backs. These hand-
bills are particularly interesting, and highly collectable by specialists. At least
they were used in commerce! They seem to have been utilized in several bor-
der towns, always, to my knowledge, with advertising for south of the border
businesses. I believe they were used particularly heavily in Juarez and Tijuana.
Naturally the survivors are somewhat dog eared because they were "used."

I understand from dealers that only the low denominations
were used as handbills. I have observed 5s and 10s, but my
exposure to them is very limited so my observations should
be considered incomplete. A nice example is illustrated
here. It exhibits a rather sloppy cut revealing that it
was probably trimmed from the sheet using a hand
operated paper shear after the advertisement was
overprinted.

The notes have the overprinted signature of
the cajero (cashier), but the signatures for inter-
ventor del gobierno (controller of the govern-
ment) and gerente (manager) are blank.
Naturally, some people got their hands on some,
added signatures and attempted to spend them.
Occasionally you can find a signed specimen, and
they are usually circulated or made to look circu-
lated. Colin Bruce's Complete Encyclopedia of
Mexican Paper Money claims that some of the notes
were issued by revolutionary forces in the state of
Chihuahua, but I have been unable to substantiate this.

The notes were printed in sheets of four. The 5- and
50-peso sheets are very common. About five sheets of the 10s
are reported, and only 1 each of the 100- and 500-, according to
Ken Tabachnick. No 20-peso sheets have turned up.

I have a couple of the 5-peso sheets. The serials on these advance by
1000 in the following succession: upper left, lower left, upper right, and lower
right.
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Spectacular back of the 20-peso
which is the only denomination
without an enclosing rectangular
border. All the backs were print-
ed with vivid orange ink.

Representative advertising hand-
bill created from the unissued
specimens. These were handed
to tourists as they crossed the
border.

1- peso proof prepared for
approval in March, 1915. This
design did not go into produc-
tion as only a few uniface proofs
of the face and back are known.

The primary source for the sheets seems to be escapees from the movie
industry. One dealer told me he bought about 80 sheets of 50s in the 1979-80
period from a movie source. A year later the same source sold him 45 sheets of
5s. Dealers were also finding sheets in Tijuana in the 1960s that had escaped
overprinting as handbills.

A few sheets of specimens of each denomination, except the one peso,
appeared in the great sale of the American Bank Note Company holdings sev-
eral years ago. Most if not all of these were cut. I happened on a dealer of for-
eign currency at a major show who displayed in his case a set consisting of the
50, 100 and 500 that were cut from the specimen sheets. It struck me that this
was a once in a lifetime opportunity to get all the denominations I hadn't
obtained from the regular printings, and that they were pristine to boot. That
purchase was a "no brainer," and at the time they seemed to be priced just a bit
above what the regular notes were going for. I asked if he would look for the
lower denominations for me, and left my name and address. I was delighted to
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Face of the elusive 100 peso note.

Face of the scarce 500-peso note.

hear from him several months later that he had secured the lower denomina-
tions for me. I was actually more surprised to find someone who actually fol-
lowed up on such a "want" request. Naturally I bought his set of low denomi-
nations as well.

That completed the set for me, or so I thought. Then in August, 1996, I
was stopped up short at Ponterio's table, probably at the ANA Convention. As
I hurriedly glanced in their case, the uniface face of the one peso screamed for
attention. Its significance sank in so rapidly, I was startled. The uniface back
was in the same holder. Too bad, now what had begun as a no cost fancy over
a spectacular 10-peso note 30 years before was going to cost me some real
money. I purchased the thing at a multiple of what all the rest of the other
pieces had cost combined.

Now I was a "mature" collector of El Banco del Estado de Chihuahua
pieces. I learned of Ken Tabachnick at a Long Beach show a couple of years
ago, and got one of the advertising pieces from him, plus an enthusiastic earful
of information.

As with everything, the El Banco del Estado de Chihuahua notes have
become less available with the passage of time. They are still in a few dealers
stocks ready to be collected by connoisseurs of the beautiful and interesting.
There is less carping these days about their not having been used as money.
The dealers who do have them rarely throw them in junk boxes and only have
a few, usually mishandled, pieces for sale. The high end proofs and specimens
seem to be worth respectable money these days, and I never see them for sale.
Intact hoards of sheets seem to be a thing of the past. However, the sheet col-
lectors are still hoping a group of the 20s will rain down someday.
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I'd like to think I am done with this series now! However, I don't know
the full story of the failed issue of these wonderful pieces, how or when they
made it to the movie sets as prop money, or how or when they made it to the
border towns as handbills. Many of the dealers who knew important parts of
this story have died. If you know any details that correct or add to what
appears here, I would thoroughly enjoy hearing from you. Give me a call,
(702) 294-4143, or drop me an e-mail, peter.huntoon@att.net . +

Armenian Commemorative Bank Note
Marks 1700th Anniversary

By Bagrat Sahakyan

N SUMMER 2001 THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA RELEASED ITS NEWESTI bank note into the circulation -- the 50,000 Dram. At a first glance this event drew
our attention, because it was dedicated to such an important date: the 1700th anniver-
sary of the adoption of Christianity in Armenia as the state religion. It is known that in
301 A.D. Armenia was the first country in the world which declared the Christianity as
its state religion.

After the crucifixion of Christ, the Apostles Bartolomeo and Theodor came to
Armenia as Christ had promised
Armenian King Abgar to preach 	 o r-
Christianity and cure the sick. After
Abgar's death the throne was passed

and cruel to Christians and toe 	
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to Sanatruk who was very negative
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Christianity in general. He began 	 (WWI,

persecuting them and the Apostles
were killed.

So it was in 301 A.D. when St.
Grigor the Illuminator who was
released after a long time in Khor 	 8
Virap's prison cured the Armenian 	 3
King Trdat Third. After that the
persecutions of Christians ceased 	 6
and St.Grigor the Illuminator began
to preach Christianity freely.

As a result in 301 A.D., by the
order of same King Trdat Third, GOO
Christianity was adopted as state
religion in Armenia.

The new bank note commemo-
rates this. It was printed by "G&D"
Company (Germany) on high quali-
ty 100% cotton paper. The notes
were covered after printing with a
special antisoiling layer. The water-
mark shows an Armenian crest.
Two electrotypes left and right of
the crest reflect the little crests. 2001

The hologram shows the sym-
bol of the celebration of 1700 years
of Christianity in Armenia with
microtext. The note also has a metallic windowed security thread with clear text. A
raised, tactile ink layer was used on several parts of the front of the hank note. The
note also has a gold metallic element with raised symbol of the celebration of 1700
years of Christianity in Armenia. This very beautiful bank note has micro lettering at
various places, three-dimensional printed elements etc.
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